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Risk, Incentives and Insurance:
The Pure Theory of Moral Hazard *

by Joseph E. SUgIitz **

1. IntroductIon

In this paper, I wish to explore the relationship between risk, insurance, incentives,
and imperfect information. Understanding the relationship between these is funda-
mental, and not only to an understanding of the functioning of insurance markets.
The phenomenon of risk and insurance, and the problems which they pose, are pervasive
throughout the economy, often in quite disguised form; there are many features of
the economy that can best be understood as an institutional adaptation to the problems
of risk and incentives. Somewhat surprisingly what has become the standard paradigm
for analyzing the market economy, the competitive model (as exposited, say by
Arrow [19641 and Debreu [1959], systematically ignores these considerations As
a result not only does it fail to provide insights into some of the important features
of modern capitalist economies, but also it reaches conclusions, e.g. concerning the
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efficiency of the market and the existence of equilibrium, which are necessarily suspect.
Indeed, recent research which I will discuss today has shown them not to be generally
valid. Equally important, policies designed to alleviate what have been perceived as
market failures, to provide social insurance where the market has provided inadequate
insurance, have failed to grapple with the underlying reasons that the markets failed
to provide adequate insurance; the consequences of this are gradually becoming clear,
with country after country facing the unpleasant task of choosing between increasing
tax burdens and the associated losses of economic incentives, or an alteration in the
nature of the social insurance they provide.

The basic principles underlying risk and insurance with symmetric information
have been well understood for the past two decades. One of Arrows's [1964] great
contributions was to show that these, in themselves, require no significant alteration
in basic competitive analysis. This is no longer true, however, when we combine the
problems of risk and insurance with asymmetric information. Two major problems have
been uncovered, referred to as "adverse selection" and "moral hazard " The
first is concerned with imperfect information about the attributes of those who apply
for insurance ; changing the terms of the insurance contract (the price, the co-insurance
clause, the deductibility provisions) affects the mix of those who purchase insurance.
In this paper, I will ignore the problems posed by adverse selection and focus instead
on those presented by moral hazard. 3 Moral hazard problems arise when there is
imperfect information concerning the actions of these who purchase insurance, because
those actions cannot be perfectly monitored ' and the insurance contract cannot specify
all of the actions which the insured is to undertake. Under those circumstances, the
provision of insurance implies that individuals do not bear fully the consequences of
their actions. If an individual is in an accident for which he is insured, he personally
must pay only a fraction of the costs of the damage. If an individual has hospital

1 Arrow, in his Johnsson lectures, was among the first to point to the importance of
these phenomena (Arrow [1965]).

2 These are not, of course, the only problems. There is a verifiability problem, i.e.
ascertaining whether the insured contingency has actually occurred, and an enforceability
problem, i.e. ensuring that the insurance company actually fulfills its contracts.

Though insurance regulations (e.g. reserve requirements) and the legal system are
intended to deal with the enforceability problem, transactions costs are such as to necessitate
partial reliance on other enforcement mechanisms, such as reputation, and even these may
have only limited efficacy. See Smaliwood [1975]. The enforceability problems are central
to an understanding of implicit contracts, where, say, an employer provides insurance to his
employees, against cyclical risks, but not through a formal contract which is enforceable by
the courts. See Newbery and Stiglitz [1982].

3 This is not because these adverse selection problems are not important. Rather, it is
because these fundamental problems have been dealt with extensively elsewhere (Stiglitz
[forthcoming], Rothschild-Stiglitz [1976], Wilson [1977]. Some important insights are lost
by treating adverse selection and moral hazard problems in isolation. In subsequent work,
I hope to examine the two phenomena together.

4 In some contexts, one can make inferences about the actions taken by observing the
outcomes. Here, we assume only whether, say an accident has or has not occurred is observ-
able. This information is not sufficient to infer the care level of the individual.
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insurance but smokes, he personally has to pay only a fraction of the costs resulting
from the cancer which may develop as a consequence. If the state provides unemploy-
ment insurance, the individuals pays only a fraction of the loss in output resulting
from his failure to seek employment. If a landowner provides "insurance" to his
tenant, through a sharecropping arrangement, the tenant pays only a part of the costs
associated with taking inadequate precautions against an early frost. In each of these
cases, we could have rephrased our statements to read, "the individual only receives
a fraction of the benefits that accrue from his actions ". Thus under a sharecropping
arrangement, the worker only receives a fraction of the increased output resulting
from his taking precautions against an early frost; the company manager who takes
some action that reduces the probability of bankruptcy may receive only a fraction
of the benefits which accrue (and even the shareholders receive only a fraction of
the gain).

This, then, is the fundamental conflict: the more and better insurance that is
provided against some contingency, the less incentive individuals have to avoid the
insured event, because the less they bear the full consequences of their actions.

At the onset, there are two points which I wish to emphasize. First, the incentive
problem arises from the presence of all three factors : risk, insurance, and imperfect
(asymmetric) information. If there is risk, but individuals are not risk averse, so there
is no insurance, there is no incentive problem. Contracts will be designed to make
the individual bear the full consequences of his actions. In agriculture, this means
that there will only be rental contracts ; in credit markets, this means there will only
be loan contracts ; in manufacturing, all individuals will work on a strictly piece
rate basis.

If there is risk and insurance, but symmetric information, the contract would
specify all the actions to be undertaken : there would again be no incentive problem.

A contract which required the individual to undertake certain accident avoidance
activities would have premiums that appropriately reflected the differences in accident
probabilities that result. In such contracts, individuals are rewarded for taking
greater care.

Secondly, as my earlier remarks have suggested, I am concerned not only with
the incentive problems associated with explicit insurance contracts, but also with those
associated with the insurance implicit in a large variety of contractual arrangements.
The risk sharing which occurs between a landowner and his tenant under sharecropping
can be viewed as a form of insurance, and the nature of that insurance contract is
critically affected by the difficulties the landlord has in monitoring the inputs of the
tenant (Stiglitz [1974]). When suppliers of credit provide capital through equity arrange-
ments, there again is a risk sharing arrangement which can be viewed as a form of
insurance (see Stiglitz-Weiss [1981]). When employers make part of the compensation
which they provide their employees independent of the output of their employees,

Even with such contracts, moral hazard problems may arise if there is a chance of
bankruptcy, and if the probability of bankruptcy can be affected by the action of the tenant
(in the agricultural contexts) or the borrower. See Stiglitz-Weiss [1981].
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they are providing a kind of insurance to their workers (Stiglitz [1975]). 6 When firms
provide a guarantee on the products they sell, they are, in part, providing an insurance
contract. In each of these cases, one party to the contract (often referred to as the
principal) is affected by the actions of the other (the agent) which he cannot control
directly, but can affect through the design of the contract. Thus, with sharecropping
the landlord would like his tenant to work hard, since that increases the landlord's
income ; the bank would like the borrower to undertake safe projects, since that
reduces the probability of default; an insurance company would like the insured to
exercise care in avoiding accidents, and the firm that offers a guarantee on its product
would like the purchaser not to abuse the product.

Similar risk-incentive problems arise in a variety of other contexts as well. In the
recent macro-economic literature, there have been extensive discussions of "implicit
contracts" in which the employer does not vary the wage, in spite of the variability
in the workers' productivity resulting from changing market conditions (see Azariadis
[1975] or Baily [1974]) ; the firm is thus providing the worker with a kind of insurance.
With perfect information (as was implicitly assumed in the earlier implicit contracts
literature) there is no distortion associated with these insurance contracts ; but with
imperfect information, these insurance contracts interfere with the efficient allocation
of labor. When an individual's productivity fall, as a result of a decline in the demand
for the product he produces, he does not have an incentive to seek employment
elsewhere. See Arnott, Hosios, and Stiglitz [1980].

Similarly, in labor markets in which specific training is important, in the absence
of risk aversion an individual would pay for his own training, but would receive a wage
commensurate with his marginal product (which would normally be high, because of
the training). But this would imply that, if an individual turned out to be badly

6 In each of these instances we could divide the contractual relationship into two parts, one of
which entails the provision of insurance. Thus, in the landlord-tenant relationship, we could imagine
the landlord renting the land to the tenant for a fixed rent, and then the tenant purchasing an insurance
policy, with the provision that the insurance company (here the landlord) will pay the tenant if his
income (output) falls below some critical level, an amount which is some fraction of the difference
between his output and that critical level; in return, the tenant agrees to pay the insurance company
if the output exceeds the critical level, an amount which again is proportional to the deviation between
his output and the critical level. Thus, if the price of output is normalized at unity, if Q is the level
of output, R is the fixed rent, c is the equilibrium share, then the income of the tenant under the
sharecropping contract czQ, can be rewritten as

Q - R + (l)(Q)
where -

R
The first part represents the rental contract, the second part the insurance

contract. In principle, the insurance contract could be provided by a separate party. In the case of
the particular situation under investigation here, there are strong transactions costs reasons for the
landlord (employer, etc.) to provide the insurance.

7 These distortions are quite apart from those which arise if there is asymmetric informa-
tion between the employer and employee concerning which state has occurred, whether, for
instance demand for the firm's product is very low. This verifiability problem is resolved
by restricting the firms in such a way that they have an incentive to state honestly the state
of nature. There is, of course, a lose of output from the imposition of these (self-selection)
constraints. See Azariadis and Stiglitz [1982], Azariadis [1982] or Grossman and Hart [1981].
For a critique of the approach, see Newbery and Stiglitz [1982].
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matched with a firm or if he had to leave for one of a variety of reasons, he would
not be able to recoup his investment in his specific training. As a result, firms are
induced to provide insurance: to pay for a fraction of the costs of training, but at
the same time to pay individuals less than their marginal product. But this again leads
to incorrect incentives with respect to labor allocation : workers may leave when it
may be socially inefficient for them to do so, since they are not receiving their true
marginal product. See Arnott and Stiglitz [1981 b].

I could cite numerous other instances but the point I think is clear: almost all
economic relations are affected by risk, and by the problems of insurance and incentives
to which this gives rise. Thus, an understanding of these phenomena are central to an
understanding of any economy. We now turn to a review of the central concerns in
the design of contractual arrangements.

2. The design of contracts

The design of insurance contracts must represent a balancing of the risk and
incentive effects : the greater the degree of risk aversion and the greater the risks faced
by the individual 8, the more important is it to the individual to have the risks alleviated.
In some cases the incentive effects may be negligible. The major incentive that indi-
viduals have for avoiding large automobile accidents is probably saving their own life;
even complete payment of the monetary losses does not alter in a significant way the
incentives for accident avoidance for most (non-suicidal) individuals. This, however,
may not be true for small accidents.

There is a third aspect to the design of contracts: what might be an optimal
contract for one environment is not for another. Again, if there were perfect informa-
tion the contract would specify how the benefits and payments would alter with the
change in the environment. But there is commonly asymmetric information ; one party
to the contract (the insured) has different information from the other, and as a result,
a contract which alters the terms with each change in the environment is not feasible. 9

Thus, if the level of driving care were observable, an optimal insurance contract would
(with perfect information) specify the level of care to be taken in each situation. Even
if the landowner could specify the level of effort or input of fertilizers to be used by
the tenant, the optimal contract (again with perfect information) would need to vary
this amount with each change in the weather conditions. A piece rate contract needs

8 In Stiglitz [1975], I derive the optimal piece rate, relating it to a) the magnitude of
risk faced; b) the degree of risk aversion (as measured by the Arrow-Prott measure of
relative risk aversion) ; and C) the elasticity of effort supply. Similarly, in Stiglitz [1974],
I derive the optimal sharecropping contract, where, in addition to the parameters listed
above, the elasticity of substitution between labor and land is shown to be important.

9 There are other reasons that the contract may not be written to reflect fully changes
in the environment: transactions costs would make such contracts prohibitively expensive
to write, and even when the state of nature is observable to both parties of the contract, to
be enforceable, the state must be verifiable by a third party.
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to alter the piece rate with each minor change in the technology which makes the
task easier or more difficult. The appropriate incentive pay (bonus) for a salesman may
differ, depending on how hard it is to sell what he has to sell (see Nalebuff-Stiglitz
[1982]). These conditions necessitate taking into account a third property of the
contract, which I have called its flexibility. 10

Thus, when the input of fertilizer is observable, although one could write a
contract which required the tenant to provide a particular level of fertilizer, such a
contract would not be flexible. A cost sharing arrangement provides the tenant, who
has better information concerning the returns to fertilizer, with incentives to adjust
the input. At the same time, it may impose a slightly greater risk on him (see Braverman-
Stiglitz [1982]).

Similarly, an insurance policy could specify what accident avoidance actions are
to be taken ; but since it could not specify how these were to vary as circumstances
varied, much of the time the actions specified would not be appropriate. Thus, by
making the individual bear some of the risk himself, the appropriate adjustments to
the changes in environment are induced ; the resource savings may more than com-
pensate for the additional risk which he must bear.

These remarks, I think, provide us with some insight into why contractual relations
differ so markedly from the simple kinds envisioned with the traditional competitive
paradigm. It provides us with some insight, too, into why markets do not provide
complete insurance, and warns us of some of the consequences which might be expected
if the government goes where the market fears to tread. But these remarks are, still,
only suggestive, for so far, we have not presented a theory of market equilibrium,
within which we can then assess the efficiency of the market. This is the task to which
we now turn.

3. Market equilibrium

3.1. The basic insurance model

We investigate these questions in the context of the simplest possible model.
There is a single accident to be insured ; it occurs with probability p. This probability
is a function of the effort, e, spent at accident avoidance. 11 In the absence of insurance
the individual's ex ante utility is a function of his income in the two states, no accident
and accident:

y0 = w
= w - d

10 Limitations of space do not allow me to pursue further the implications of flexibility
in the more formal analysis of market equilibrium that we undertake in the next section.

We assume that increases in effort reduce the likelihood of an accident, p'(e) 0; but at a
diminishing rate, p" 0.
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where w is the initial wealth and d is the damage of the accident. Thus his expected
utility can be written

EU = EU(y0,y1,e).
For simplicity, for most of the analysis, we assume a separable event-independent
utility function, with constant marginal disutility of effort. Few of our results depend
on this; we shall comment briefly on what happens when they do.

EU= u(y0)(1 p)+ u(y1)pe.
With insurance, individual income, in the event of an accident is increased, while

if there is no accident, it is reduced. Let fi be the premium, a the (net) benefit, so
yo = w -
y1 = w -. d + a

3.2. Fundamental non-concavity of the indifference curves

We now depict individuals' indifference curves between benefits, a, and premia, .

Clearly, individuals are willing to pay a higher premium for a greater benefit. If e
were not variable, then with diminishing returns, the indifference curves would appear
as in Figure 1. Assume, however, that e is variable. For instance, individuals can
choose to smoke or not to smoke; the probability of an accident (fire) depends on
which action is taken.

A

10

PREMIUM

BENEFIT
Figure 1:

indifference curves between benefit and premia with fixed effort are quasi-concave

U'



PREMIUM

BENEFIT

Figure 2: With variable effort indifference curves are not quasi-concave

There are thus two "families" of indifference curves, one for smoking, one for not
smoking. The individual chooses which is relevant (i.e. whether to smoke or not smoke);
for any insurance policy this depends, in turn, simply on whether the no smoking
indifference curve through the corresponding point has a higher utility level than the
smoking indifference curve through that point. In Figure 2, U and US give the same
level of utility. I2 We have depicted the smoking indifference curve through any point to
be steeper than the no smoking indifference curve, reflecting the higher probability of an
accident. It is thus apparent that along the indifference curve U below E, the point of
intersection of the two indifference curves, the utility to not smoking exceeds that to
smoking; conversely, along the indifference curve U5 above E. Thus, the indifference

12 It is possible, ofcourse, that the indifference curves U and UI1TS never cross. This implies that,
regardless of the level of insurance, the individual smokes. There is then no moral hazard problem:
undertaking the accident avoidance activity is not affected by the provision of insurance. Our concern
here is with those situations where effort is affected.
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curve, taking into account the adjustment of effort as the insurance is altered, is not
quasi-concave. This is a general result, and has profound implications for the nature 13 of
competitive equilibrium. 14

It implies, in particular, that both price and income consumption curves may be
discontinuous, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

PREMIUM

A

I/////
Price //Consumption /
Curve // /// ,

U3

,

BENEFIT
Figure 3: Price consumption curve is discontinuous

Price
Consumption

Curve

13 We assume, moreover, that the individual can smoke a fraction , of the time, in which case
the probability of an accident is simply Ap + (1 ))PNS, where p is the probability of an accident
with smoking and PNS is the probability of an accident with no smoking. One implication of our
analysis is that, except at points such as E, ) will either be 1 or 0. At E it is indeterminate.

14 Whenever there are a discrete number of activities (as in this example), the indifference curves
will never be quasi-concave. If there are a continuum of activities, and we assume p is a continuous,
thrice differentiable function of e, then, if

(p')3Jim - = .- 00
e-.0 P

(where e = 0 represents the minimum level of effort), indifference curves will never be quasi-concave.
If the above condition is not satisfied, indifference curves may be quasi-concave, but they need not
be. See Arnott-Stiglitz [1981 a], Part I.

Notice that in the discrete activity case, we need not quantify, in any way, what we mean by effort.
In the continuous case, even with seemingly well behaved p(e) and utility functions, e may be

a discontinuous function of the amount of insurance provided when the utility function is not
separable.
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Consumption
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Figure 4: Income consumption curves are discontinuous

3.3. Market equilibrium

A competitive market equilibrium is a set of insurance contracts, all of which
make non-negative profits and are purchased, such that there does not exist another
contract which could be offered which would make a profit.

This definition is the same as that employed by Rothschild and Stiglitz [1976] in
their study of adverse selection. It is markedly different from conventional definitions
of competitive equilibrium which typically assume market clearing, zero profits, and
the existence of prices. In the approach taken here, these are characteristics of
equilibrium which need to be established; it turns out that in the presence of imperfect
information, competitive equilibrium may have none of these characteristics (see
Rothschild-Stiglitz [1976], Stiglitz-Weiss [1981, 1982], and Stiglitz [forthcoming]).

The nature of the equilibrium depends critically on what are feasible contracts.

Income
Con sump t ion

Curve

15 We thus rule out what we refer to as latent policies, policies which are offered, not
purchased, but which might be purchased if a new firm offered an additional policy. Such
latent policies may serve to deter entry. See Arnott and Stiglitz [1981 a], Part II.
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PREMIUM

Figures 5: Even with well-behaved utility functions
the feasibility locus may have irregular shapes

SET OF
FEASIBLE

CONTRACTS

BENEFIT
Figure 5 a: Feasibility locus: two-activity case

0 a
Figure 5 b: Feasibility locus: with continuum of techniques, the resource constraint

may be positively or negatively sloped, and may be convex or concave



What are feasible contracts depends, as we have already noted, on what is
observable. The issue of incentives, with which we are concerned here, arises largely
because the actions aimed at accident avoidance are not observable ; i.e. the insurance
contracts cannot specify what action the individual is to undertake.

The nature of the equilibrium turns out to depend critically on whether insurance
purchases from other insurance companies are observable. We will consider here only
two polar cases, where the quantities purchased are and are not observable. In the
general case, some insurance purchases may be observable, while it may be difficult to
quantify the insurance provided implicitly by employment contracts, friends, and social
institutions. Moreover, whether particular insurance purchases are or are not observable
may be an endogenous variable. See, e.g. Arnott and Stiglitz [1981 a] and Hellwig [1983].
See Jaynes [1978] for a discussion of same point in the context of adverse selection.
If they are, then the equilibrium may easily be characterized.

In our earlier discussion, we argued that the level of effort that an individual
undertakes will be a function of the insurance provided 16 we thus write

e = e(a,fl).

We can now define the set of feasible contracts : those {a,fl} for which expected
profits are non-negative, i.e.

[1 p(e(a,3))] > ap(e(a,fl)).

The set of {a,fl} for which this holds with equality is called the resource constraint.
We define the feasibility locus,

= fl(a)

giving the minimum premium, consistent with any benefit, yielding non-negative profits.

For the two-activity case, it appears as in Figure 5, while more generally, it can take
on a variety of irregular shapes.

It is then easy to establish that the market equilibrium is characterized by the
tangency of the indifference curve to the feasibility locus and entails exclusive insurance
provided by a single insurer. Moreover, since along the feasibility locus

dfl_ p dp
a + (1p)2 dcz

and -a-> 0 (more insurance leads to less care) the optimal insurance contract always

16 If p is a continuous function of e, the first order condition for effort is
(u1u0)p= 1

where u1 u(y1), u0 u(y0).
In the two-activity case, clearly e is a well-defined function everywhere, except for those values

of ,fl for which the individual is indifferent between the two activities. More generally, e will not be
a continuous function of and /3.
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entails quantity rationing, ' i.e. if individuals could purchase additional insurance at
the same "price" ratio of premium to benefit, they would always wish to do so, as
illustrated in Figure 6. This result (noted earlier by Pauly [1974]) has some important
implications, to which we return later.

For now, we note two direct consequences of our analysis. First, a natural institu-
tional method for implementing quantity rationing is to impose exclusivity require-
ments: the individual is allowed to purchase from only one insurance company. As we
remark later, these exclusivity clauses may have some important implications for the
functioning of the competitive economy.

Secondly, the irregularity of the shapes of both the feasibility locus and the
indifference curves implies that small changes in parameters (e.g. the cost of automobile
repair) may lead to a discontinuous change in the demand for insurance (and hence
in the demand for other commodities).

As usual, this implies that, in general, competitive equilibria need not exist. Note
that in obtaining this result, we have assumed that all the underlying functions in our
analysis (e.g. utility functions) are well behaved ; they satisfy all the conditions typically
imposed (e.g. by Debreu [1959]). The only change in the analysis is to assume that
individuals' actions are not perfectly observable by the insurance firm, an assumption
which seems eminently reasonable.

How serious this existence problem is, is a moot question as usual, if there are
a continuum of individuals, then, under reasonable conditions, equilibrium will exist.
This is not true of the existence problem uncovered in the next section.

Quantity rationing is not the only way that market equilibrium will differ from
the conventional price equilibrium. Under a variety of circumstances, one can show

17 Let q be the "price of insurance", the premium paid per dollar of benefit, q = in a zero

profit equilibrium, q . Assume individuals are not quantity rationed. Let V(x,/3) max EU,1p {e}
i.e. the maximized level of expected utility is just a function of and fi. Individuals who are not
quantity rationed will choose to max V(, i.e.v_ p

- VP lp
In contrast, the tangency between the indifference curve and the feasibility locus is characterized by

V, p dp
V 1_p +(1p)2 dc

This argument only establishes that individual's utility would locally be increased by an increase in
insurance. There may be a global maximum entailing a reduction in insurance, as we shall see below.
This cannot, however, be the case at the optimal insurance contract.

dp . .To see that 0 assume the contrary, i.e. that increases in z lead to a higher level of care.

Recall the first order condition for effort

- p'[u0(wfl) - u1(wd+z)] = I
By the definition of the feasibility locus, the minimum premium for any benefit, it is clear that if z
increases, fi must increase. As increases, u1 increases; as fi increases u0 decreases. Hence u0 - u1
decreases. But then e could not have increased.
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Figure 6: The optimum insurance contract entails quantity rationing,

it quantities are observable.

that it is desirable to randomize benefits and/or premia. The randomization imposes
greater risk, but in certain circumstances, induces greater effort, and the gains in
increased effort may more than offset the losses from the greater risk. 19

3.4. Equilibrium when insurance purchases are not observable
Matters, are, however, far more complicated when insurance purchases from

other firms are not observable. Since there cannot be quantity rationing, 20 in this case,
we shall, for simplicity, refer to the equilibrium (when it exists) as a price equilibrium.

19 The conditions under which randomization is desirable are described in Arnott-
Stiglitz [1981 a], Part II. There, we distinguish two forms of randomization, ex ante and
ex post, i.e. randomization before the individual decides on e and after. Both kinds of
randomization may be desirable.

The desirability of randomization was earlier noted in the context of taxation in Atkinson
and Stiglitz [1976], and Stiglitz [1982].

20 This is not completely accurate, since any firm can ration the amount of insurance
it sells to any of its customers. What it cannot do is ration the total quantity of insurance
purchased, since what the individual purchases from other firms is unobservable. We show
that if any firm attempted to ration the amount of insurance, by restricting the quantity of
insurance which he sold, it would always pay some other firm to offer supplemental insurance,
thus making the rationing ineffective. This analysis assumes, however, the absence of latent
policies, policies which are offered but not purchased, but none the less serve to deter entry
(see fn. 15). With such latent policies, there may be quantity rationed equilibria even with
unobservability of policy purchases; indeed, in some circumstances, it may be possible to
sustain the equilibrium described in the previous section. See Arnott and Stiglitz [1981] and
Hellwig [1983].
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18

21 The marginal rate of substitution is found from (2):
aEU/y0 dEU/dy0

Uy0) - lEUiay1 dEU/dy1

since
dEU EU EU --, and e is chosen to maximize expected utility, so

e
EU - 0. See also fn. 17 above.

22 When accidents reduce the marginal utility of insurance, equating the marginal utility
of insurance in each state implies that utility is still higher in the event of no accident, and
hence care levels may be positive.

An equilibrium if it is to exist, must be of one of three forms : (a) zero profits
with positive insurance ; (b) zero insurance ; and (c) positive profits. We shall first
characterize the zero profit equilibrium and show that no such equilibrium may exist.
We then turn to an investigation of the other two possibilities. It is easy to see that
a zero profit price equilibrium, if it exists, is characterized by complete insurance, in
the sense that the marginal utility of incomes must be equated in the two states; if eK
is the equilibrium level of effort, the zero profit condition implies that q, the premium
per dollar of benefit (the price of insurance)

15\ pep

Individuals will purchase insurance to the point where marginal rate of substitution equals
1 21

i.e.

u(y0)(l p) 1

u(y1)p - q
or

u(y0) = u(y1)

(If the individual's marginal rate of substitution is not equal to the market odds,
someone could offer a small insurance policy which would leave effort unchanged and
make a profit. Hence, the original allocation could not have been an equilibrium.)

Thus, the zero profit equilibrium, when it exists, is characterized by the inter-
section of the price consumption locus (defined by equation (6), the feasibility locus,
and the complete insurance locus (defined by (7)). See Figure 7.

This, in turn, has one important implication: if utility functions are event
independent (as we assumed earlier) then equating marginal utilities in the two states
is equivalent to equating utility levels ; but if utility levels are equated, individuals
have no incentive at accident avoidance ; effort is set at its minimal level. 22 (Cf. equa-
tion (4) above.)

The consequence of this, in turn, is that the premium may have to be very high;
and at these high premia, individuals may prefer to self-insure (i.e. have no insurance)
or to have only partial insurance. Such a situation is depicted in Figure 8. It is clear
that there is no zero profit equilibrium with insurance.
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BENEFIT
Figure 7: The zero profit price equilibrium occurs at the intersection
of the feasibility locus (zero profit locus), the complete insurance locus,

and the price consumption curve

This, however, is not the only situation in which a zero profit equilibrium may
not exist. Two other problems have been identified. The first occurs whenever any
insurance firm believes that, given the current price of insurance, it can offer a suffi-
ciently large policy (on which it can make a profit) that no one will wish to supplement
it. (This policy itself is not an equilibrium, since were firms to offer only this policy,
it would pay some firms to offer a new, small policy, at a price lower than that of the
original "equilibrium ".) Formally, this simply requires that the income consumption
curve through E enter the feasibility set at some point "beyond" E, i.e. at points
corresponding to higher incomes (utility) than at E. Figure 9 illustrates one such
example. 23 The final set of circumstances in which there does not exist a zero profit

Price Consumption Locus

23 Figure 9 presents an example where the income consumption curve near but below E
lies outside the feasibility locus, but examples can also be constructed where the income
consumption locus near but below E lies inside the feasibility locus, in which case there
again does not exist a zero profit Nash equilibrium.
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Figure 8: Zero insurance may be preferred to the zero profit price equilibrium.
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Figure 9: With a zero profit pure price equilibrium, part of the relevant
income-consumption line beyond E may lie inside the zero profit locus.

(K is on income consumption curve through E and lies inside feasibility locus.)



equilibrium is when the price consumption locus is not continuous, a possibility we
noted earlier. As a result, the price consumption locus may not intersect the feasibility
locus (Figure 10). It is clear then that there cannot exist a zero profit equilibrium.

What happens when there does not exist a zero profit equilibrium? As we noted
earlier, there would appear to be two possibilities, a zero insurance equilibrium or a
positive profits equilibrium. We consider each of these in turn.

We first show that there cannot exist a zero insurance Nash equilibrium. For if
no insurance is offered, it will pay some firm to offer a small policy so long as the
indifference curves through the origin lies somewhere inside the feasibility set, as
depicted in Figure 8. Thus, in this situation, there is no zero profit (Nash) equilibrium.

The entering insurance firm may realize however that he will not be alone in
offering an insurance policy ; and that if others do offer insurance contracts, he will
either make a loss, or have to raise his premiums to the point where no one wishes to
purchase from him. If these considerations are taken into account, one might argue no
firm will wish to enter, and argue that the zero insurance point is an equilibrium. 25

Though there will not, in general, exist a zero insurance equilibrium, there may
exist a positive profits equilibrium, in the situation depicted in Figure 10 a where the
price consumption locus is discontinuous, and fails to intersect the feasibility locus.

In that case, the equilibrium if it exists, is the lowest point on the price consump-
tion locus which is interior to the feasibility set. Such an equilibrium is characterized
by positive profits, partial insurance, and positive effort.

Such a point may, however, not be an equilibrium. To see this, consider the
income consumption curve through the point F. If that portion of the income consump-
tion curve which is associated with higher levels of utility than that attained at F lies
anywhere inside the feasibility locus (as it may), then there does not exist an equilibrium.
For clearly a point such as G is preferred to F; and clearly at G, individuals would
purchase no additional insurance from the other insurance firms on the market.
Finally, at G, the firm is making a profit. (But G itself cannot be an equilibrium. At G
the individual's marginal rate of substitution is not equal to the slope of the zero
profit line, at the given level of effort, so there is an incentive for a firm to introduce
a small amount of additional insurance.)

Conversely, if no portion of the income consumption curve which lies below F
lies inside the feasibility locus, the equilibrium is in fact at F. It is obvious that any
firm which offered a lower price, even by an epsilon, would find itself making a loss.

24 Actually, this point is not separate from the other two discussed above. Whenever
the individual prefers partial or no insurance to full insurance at the zero effort premium-
benefit ratio, the price consumption curve cannot intersect the zero profit locus.

25 This is a kind of "reaction equilibrium ". Note, however, that these conjectures are
very different from the kinds of conjectured reactions that have been discussed in the adverse
selection literature. These, in general, entail existing firms dropping the policies which they
presently offer. For a small firm to believe that it can upset a market equilibrium by
introducing a policy which it sells to a few customers seems inconsistent with the basic
spirit of competitive analysis. For a further discussion of these reaction equilibria, see, for
instance, RothschildStiglitz [1976], Wilson [1977], and Stiglitz [forthcoming]
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But even stronger, any firm which offered a small policy would find itself making a
loss. For individuals would only purchase the policy if it offered more favorable terms.
But then they would supplement this by buying insurance at the market terms, placing
themselves somewhere along their income consumption curve below F. But all such
points entail losses for the set of policies as a whole ; and since the new policy has
more favorable terms than the old, a fortiori it must be making a loss.

We can summarize our results concerning equilibrium in insurance markets where
the quantity of insurance purchased from other firms is unobservable as follows : price
equilibrium, if it exists, either entails zero profit, with zero effort at accident avoid-
ance 26 or positive profits, with positive effort. There may not exist an equilibrium if
(a) individuals prefer to have no insurance, to paying the high premiums associated with
the low levels of care which individuals undertake when they purchase complete
insurance ; or (b) if insurance firms believe that they can sell a sufficiently large policy
(but still providing less than complete insurance) that individuals will not wish to
supplement it with other policies presently available.

We have examined Nash equilibria with deterministic policies. In most contexts,
this is the natural equilibrium concept for competitive markets. In the present context,
one might reasonably take issue with the Nash equilibrium on three counts. First, in
the positive profits Nash equilibrium, it is assumed that a potential entrant knows
that he will make a loss if he enters. It might be argued that firms behave more
naively, and simply enter an industry if profits are positive; in this case, the positive
profits equilibrium will not exist. There will exist no equilibrium to the market, since
as firms compete by lowering their price, they discover that they are making a loss,
in which case they exit. Secondly, we have already argued that in the situation where
no insurance is being offered, an entering firm might well reason that were it to offer
insurance, it would pay others to do so as well, and that in the resulting situation, he
may take a loss. Thirdly, there is nothing to exclude firms offering random insurance
(e.g. policies which pay a random fraction of the damage). We noted earlier that under
a variety of situations, introducing such randomness is desirable ; although risk averse
individuals are slightly worse off because of the direct effect of the variability, the
random insurance leads them (under certain circumstances) to work so much harder,
thus reducing the premium by more than enough to compensate for the increase in
risk. 28 In the case where there is a positive profits equilibrium with deterministic
policies, there is a zero profits equilibrium with random insurance which dominates
the deterministic non-random positive profits equilibrium.

26 In the case of state independent utility functions.
27 There exist alternative specifications of equilibrium, entailing latent policies, in which

even under these circumstances there may exist a positive profits equilibrium. The argument
is similar to that presented earlier: any additional policy which, if purchased, would lead the
individual to be better off will result in the purchase of the latent policy, and a discontinuous
decrease in effort, so that the supplemental policy makes a loss. Hellwig has shown that even
with latent policies, an equilibrium may not exist.

28 In the case where the quantity of insurance is observable, randomness will never
be desirable if the utility function is separable in income and effect.
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3.5. Some lessons from the analysis

There are several important morals that we can learn from the analysis as presented
so far

The first set are directed at conventional economic theory. It is standard to take
both the absence of quantity rationing (the use of prices) and the zero profit condition
as part of the definition of equilibrium. We have contended, in contrast, that whether
equilibrium will be characterized by a simple price system and by all firms making
zero profits is a theorem to be proved, rather than an assumption ; and we have shown
that in the kinds of situations with which we are concerned here, equilibrium may
well be characterized by positive profits and (where quantities purchased from other
firms are observable) by quantity rationing.

Not only have we shown that the traditional formulation of what is an equilibrium
is incorrect 29 and that its characteristics differ markedly from equilibria in situations
without moral hazard, but we have also shown that, even under the kinds of restrictive
assumptions conventionally employed, equilibrium may not exist. (In the next section,
we shall show, further, that the standard welfare theorems do not extend to situations
where moral hazard is present.)

The second lesson to be learned from this analysis - a lesson which is perhaps
obvious but seems to have gone unheeded in the design of many social insurance
programs - is that economic efficiency requires that, where feasible, there must be
quantity rationing of insurance; in equilibrium, individuals should want to purchase
more insurance than they have at the going market odds. In the absence of quantity
rationing, individuals will take no care, and in most situations, this will clearly be
inefficient. The perception that markets fail to provide "adequate" or sufficient
insurance is not, in itself, evidence of market failure. Whether the market provides
the correct amount of insurance is a difficult question, to which we now turn.

4. Welfare economics and the impossibility of efficient decentralization

One of the central results of modern competitive analysis is the fundamental
theorem of welfare economics every competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal, and
every Pareto optimum can be sustained by a competitive equilibrium, with the appro-

29 These are not the only ways in which competitive equilibria with imperfect informa-
tion and incentive problems differ from that of the standard competitive paradigm. Since the
terms of the contract, e.g. the wage which the individual receives, or the interest rate which
a borrower must pay, affects the actions he takes, it may be in the interest of the employer
to pay a wage higher than the wage at which the individual is willing to work or the bank
may be willing to lend at an interest rate below the market clearing interest rate. In both
cases, the market equilibrium may be characterized by supply not equalling demand. Thus,
market clearing should not be imposed as part of the definition of equilibrium ; rather it
should be proved to be the consequence of more fundamental equilibrium conditions; and
while it is true for markets with perfect information, market clearing need not characterize
equilibrium with imperfect information. See Stiglitz-Weiss [1981, 19821 and Shapiro-Stiglitz
[1982].
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priate lump sum redistributions. This result represents the precise sense in which
Adam Smith's invisible hand works. It is a remarkable result, which provides the
foundations, not only for the reliance on markets within capitalist economies, but also'
for the use of prices (and decentralized allocation mechanisms) within socialist
economies.

The standard proofs of the Fundamental Theorem ignore the informational
problems with which we have been concerned here. And when these informational
considerations are introduced, the theorem is no longer valid. Competitive equilibria
will no longer be Pareto efficient. Moreover, the particular forms in which the market
failure occur provide some insight into the scope of government intervention.

In analyzing the efficiency of the market equilibrium, one should not, of course,
compare the perfect information equilibrium with a perfect information planning
solution : obviously, the latter generates a higher level of utility than the former. The
comparison between the two needs to be made assuming the planner has the same
information (or access to that same information technology) as private agents.

We thus ask, does the market generate a Pareto efficient allocation of resources,
taking into account the limitations on information and the costs of acquiring additional
information? Does there exist a set of taxes/subsidies which can make some individual
or group of individuals better off, without making anyone worse off?

The inefficiencies which we are about to discuss may come as a surprise to some,
since there are several papers in the literature (e.g. Shavell [1979]) alleging that the
market is efficient, when there is moral hazard (but no adverse selection). Where have
these studies gone wrong? How do they differ from the results reported here?

In my 1974 paper on sharecropping, I showed how the competitive equilibrium
contract in the presence of moral hazard (what has since come to be called the
principal agent problem) should be described as the solution to a simple (indirect
control) maximization problem: the landowner maximized his (expected) utility of
profits, subject to the constraint of being able to obtain workers (i.e. subject to an
expected utility constraint), recognizing that effort, choice of technique, etc. of the
tenant would depend on the terms of the contract. The competitive equilibrium contract
would thus appear to be on the Edgeworth "contract" curve: landlords cannot be
made better off without making workers worse off (lowering the utility level of
workers). But this inference is incorrect : in making their choice of contract, both
landlords and tenants take prices, incomes from other sources, etc. as given. The
central issue is, in a general equilibrium, where these are determined simultaneously,
is the market equilibrium efficient?

To pose the question more clearly in the traditional insurance context: when the
insurance company and the insured decide on the extent of co-insurance, they take
the cost of automobile repair as given. But when all insurance companies together
change the amount of coinsurance, the total demand for accident repair services may
change, and this alters the price of accident repair, and profits in the repair industry.

These changes in prices do of course occur in traditional economic models, and
the remarkable result of the Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics is that
they can be ignored. Pecuniary externalities, as they are commonly called, make no
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difference, so long as individuals are sufficiently small that they fail to take into account
their effect on the market prices. The reason for this is that in the market equilibrium,
social marginal cost = private marginal cost = private marginal benefit = social mar-
ginal benefit. Thus, the small perturbations to action induced by small changes in
prices lead to no changes in welfare. Whenever there is insurance, however, individuals
do not equate the social marginal cost to the social marginal benefit. If an individual
decides to decrease the amount of care slightly, some of the costs will be borne by the
insurance company, 30 or, in a competitive equilibrium, where the insurance company
must adjust its premium to break even, by all the other customers of the insurance
company. Now, if a change in the price induces the individual to take more care,
there is a real external benefit. Of course, it is not only price changes which alter
individuals' behavior. Our analysis has uncovered at least four important categories
of what we may refer to as "externalities" arising in the presence of insurance, which
result in the inefficiency of the market equilibrium.

1. The Interdependence of Seemingly Unrelated Insurance Contracts (and other
risk markets). We argued earlier that if the amount of insurance purchased from
other insurance companies were observable, equilibrium would be characterized by
exclusivity: each individual would purchase his insurance from a single insurance
company. The reason for this is that the individual's behavior, in the given insurance
market - i.e. the effort he expended at accident avoidance - depended on the total
amount of insurance purchased, not just on the amount of insurance purchased from
the particular insurance company. Purchases of insurance from a second company
imposed a kind of externality on the first: because the individual would, as a result,
take less care, the profits of the first company would be reduced if the individual
purchased more insurance.

The same argument extends to seemingly unrelated insurance markets. The amount
of hospital insurance I have may effect the care I take in driving. This kind of
interaction seems clear. But there are interactions even between, say, fire insurance
and automobile insurance. Because of moral hazard considerations, we have argued
individuals will not be able to purchase complete insurance. They must, to some extent
at least, self-insure. The way they do this is to save (this used to be referred to as the
precautionary motive for savings). But savings serve equally well for any of a variety
of accidents against which the individual would like to purchase insurance. Thus,
increasing the availability of fire insurance may reduce individuals' demand for savings,
and this reduced savings may induce individuals to take greater care in driving.

Indeed, when posed this way, one realizes that it is virtually impossible to write
down a model in which there are not important externalities of the form we have
described.

In some situations, these interactions may be far more important than in others.
One of the phenomenon which has been a source of some discussion in recent years is
the inter-linkage between credit markets and land markets in less developed countries.
Some have contended that this is a manifestation of monopoly power on the part of
landlords ; they attempt to use the credit market to squeeze the tenants still further.

30 Provided that the level of care is not observable. If it is, premiums will depend on
the level of care, and there will be no externalities.
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The logical basis of these arguments is suspect, but it has, nonetheless, had some
political impact. Our analysis has provided an alternative rationale for this phenomenon,
one which is perfectly consistent with competitive behavior : share tenancy contracts
can be viewed, as we have noted, as a form of insurance contract ; the landlords rents
the land to the tenant, but then insures the tenant against a bad crop. There is thus
a moral hazard problem: the tenant has insufficient incentives to avoid a bad crop.
The availability of credit (the presence of debt) will affect the actions which the tenant
undertakes, both his level of effort and his choice of technique. Moreover, the terms
of the tenancy contract will affect the probability of a default on a loan. There are
thus important externalties running both ways, and interlinkage is a method by which
these externalities may be internalized (see Braverman-Stiglitz [19821).

Intertemporal Interdependence. The interdependence of seemingly unrelated
insurance contracts holds not only across markets within any period, but within the
same market over time. The accident avoidance actions taken today may depend on
the nature of the insurance coverage provided in future periods. Insurance companies
may take advantage of this by making the terms of the contract in future periods be
a function of performance (e.g. whether an accident has occurred) in earlier periods.
Similarly, banks may make the terms of future loans depend on the performance of
borrowers in earlier periods, even though the investment projects themselves are statis-
tically independent, and even though previous performance conveys no information
about the characteristics of the borrowers. Indeed, banks may find it optimal to cut
off credit from those who default on their loans in earlier periods. 31 These inter-
dependencies, like those discussed earlier, imply again (under the strong hypothesis
that consumers are perfectly informed about insurance companies) that equilibrium
will be characterized by the same insurance firm covering individuals over several
periods. This result, like the exclusivity result described in the previous paragraph, has
important implications for the nature of competition in the presence of moral hazard.

The Interdependence Through Price Effects. A similar argument shows that,
in general, an individual's actions will be affected by the prices of a whole variety of
goods which the individual purchases. Even with separable utility functions, demand
functions (action functions) will not be independent. Some of these interdependencies
are, of course, clearer than others. Thus, an individual's purchases of fire extinguishers
(clearly affected by the price of fire extinguishers) may have a significant effect on
the risk of a fire. One's first inclination is to suspect that it would decrease it, and
although there is some presumption that this is true, the case is far from unambiguous.
For the presence of a fire extinguisher may induce individuals to take less care, and
the net effect may be an actual increase in the probability of a fire. This may occur
even with well behaved utility functions.

The internalization of these externalities is far from straightforward. While in
those cases where there is a large positive externality, the insurance firm can attempt
to subsidize the good in question (say through coupons) when the externality is
negative, it may be difficult for the firm (by itself) to restrict consumption, in the way
the government might, say, through a tax.

31 For a more extensive discussion of this, see Stiglitz and Weiss [19821.
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4. The Interdependence Through Income Effects. Again, a similar argument
shows that, in general, an individual's actions will be affected by his income, and again
these effects generate a kind of externality. The individual's income in turn is affected
by the level of profits, and the level of profits are affected by the composition of demand.
This effect occurs even in an economy with a single kind of accident, if the cost of
repair (d) is a function of the level of demand for repair services (i.e. there is not
constant costs).

There is a fifth source of market failure, what Arnott and Stiglitz refer to as
the "cross subsidization market failure ". In conventional models, so long as there i
decreasing or constant returns to scale, the efficient resource allocation can be sustained
with competitive prices, without any firm receiving lump sum subsidies. We show that
this is not true in insurance markets characterized by moral hazard ; cross-subsidies
are required.

These intuitive arguments can be formalized, and they show clearly that the
market equilibrium is Pareto efficient only under extremely restrictive conditions
(perfect information, or no risk). Though these arguments destroy the widespread
presumption in favor of the efficiency of market economies, they do not create a
presumption for government intervention.

The standard analysis of the efficiency of market institutions compares the market
allocation with that generated by a highly idealized "central planner ". Since the
major result is that even such a central planner could do not better than the market,
the fact that the central planner bears little resemblance to any actual government is of
little concern. Here, however, we have obtained a quite different result the market
does not do as well as our "idealized" central planner. It is thus conceivable that
government intervention might improve welfare, but to make any such assertion
requires more accurate analysis of government behavior (including an analysis of
incentive structures within the public sector). This we have not done here. Indeed,
the kinds of corrective taxes and subsidies required here are quite complicated, and
depend on parameters about which the government is unlikely to have reliable informa-
tion. When there has been government intervention, it is not clear that it has been
motivated by the concerns which we have raised here or indeed, that its interventions
have been welfare increasing. We shall turn in a minute to a discussion of the implica-
tions of our analysis for the design of social insurance programs. First, however, I
wish to say a few words about another kind of response to what are perceived as
market failures.

5. SocaI intervention

There is a crude functionalist view that suggests that, when markets fail, societies
find ways of adapting to the market failure ; institutions are created to alleviate, at
least partially, the consequences of these market failures. Thus, when the market fails

32 This list of problems is not meant to be exhaustive. In our more extended treatment,
we identify further problems with decentralization of the efficient resource allocation particu-
larly in situations where the amount of insurance purchased from other firms is unobservable.
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to provide complete insurance, as we have suggested it will, there are incentives for
social adaptation: formal and informal insurance is provided by a host of mechanisms
within our society (see K. Arrow [19631). That there exist incentives for supplementing
the insurance provided by the market when the market rations the amount of insurance
that an individual can purchase seems clear from our earlier analysis. What does not
seem obvious is that these social interventions lead to an increase in welfare, for the
reason that the market restricted the amount of insurance was that with greater
insurance, individuals took less care, less than is socially desirable, since they do not
bear the full costs of their actions. We have investigated this question in some detail. 33

Two results emerge:
If these "supplemental" insurance contracts do not specify (implicitly or explicitly)

the actions to be undertaken by the individual (i.e. his level of care) then welfare is
unambiguously reduced. The intuition is simple: all of the possibilities of risk sharing
have already been taken into account in the equilibrium insurance contract with risk
neutral insurance firms. The benefits from additional risk sharing are exceeded by
the costs resulting from the decrease in care. The only reason that supplemental
insurance (which generally involves less efficient risk sharing) is thus desired is that
some part of the costs of decreased care are imposed on the primary insurance com-
pany, rather than on those providing the supplemental insurance.

If the supplemental insurance contracts do specify (implicitly or explicitly) the
actions to be undertaken by the individual, then the effect on welfare is ambiguous.
There is the possibility that welfare may be increased, but we have not yet derived
simple necessary or sufficient conditions characterizing those situations.

There are a variety of circumstances in which social intervention takes the form
not only of providing additional insurance, but also controlling the actions of indi-
viduals. In many jobs, the direct financial incentives are limited - piece rates are
not employed at all ; it is social coercion, of one form or another, which induces
individuals to exert effort. Those who work together often have a far better knowledge
of the level of effort expended than does the employer. If they realize that the wages
that the firm can pay depend on the level of output of the group, as a group they have
an incentive to work harder; but each individual has an incentive to be a free rider.
What stops him are the variety of social sanctions that his peers can impose. But the
effectiveness of these social sanctions may depend on the social cohesiveness of the
group: if an individual is unconcerned with what his fellow workers think of him,
these social sanctions may be ineffective.

This in turn has two implications. First, social sanctions may be more effective
within homogeneous groups and stable populations; secondly, social sanctions may
be more effective in smaller units of organization within the society (e.g. families) than
in larger units. Thus, while individuals may be reluctant to cheat on their family, to
claim disability when they are really capable of working, many individuals would
show little compunction at cheating the State, if they could get away with it. Indeed,
the "moral" obligations which individuals commonly feel to members of their family,
and less commonly to members of their work unit, are seldom evidenced in individual's
tax contributions, where tax avoidance has received widespread social approval.

33 See R. Arnott and J. E. Stiglitz [1981 a], Part III.
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Thus, the shift in the primary locus of "social" insurance which has occurred
over the past century, from the family and local community, to the State, has
undoubtedly been accompanied by an increase in the distortions and inefficiencies
associated from what we have called the moral hazard problem.

Implications for social policy

Western governments have now almost universally accepted the principle that
it is their responsibility to provide some kind of social insurance to their citizens. Some
aspects of this social insurance are mislabeled they are really redistribution programs.
But some, such as disability insurance, old age insurance, and health insurance are at
least in part real insurance programs. As coverage under these programs has been
increased from their often initially modest levels, costs have risen, seemingly out of
control. It would be well for governments to bear in mind the kinds of considerations
with which we have been concerned here; the fundamental trade-off between risk
and incentives implies that complete insurance, as "just" and "fair" as it might
seem, is not desirable. By changing the structure of these social programs, governments
may be able to improve the incentives, without altering in a significant way the nature
of the real risks being borne. For instance, for "small risks" individuals are approxi-
mately risk neutral. Thus, if the government is to provide medical insurance, it is
important that it focus on major medical insurance (i.e. have large deductibility
clauses).

Social security can be viewed partly as insurance against old-age disability
and / or obsolescence - being unable to work effectively at 65 or older. The reason that
payments are not explicitly made conditional on disability is that disability, particularly,
partial disability, and obsolescence are hard to monitor. With complete insurance, one's
income would be independent of whether one could work or not; but with complete
insurance, no one would have an incentive to work. With incomplete insurance, those
with a greater ability to work (higher wages) continue working, while those with more
significant disabilities or greater obsolescence do not. There is some evidence that the
level of insurance implicit in the payments structure of social security - the incentives
that it provides for those who are still productive to retire - may be too high ; the
gains in additional risk reduction are outweighed by the social losses from the incorrect
incentives for retirement that it provides.

More generally, the fact that the electorate feels that private markets have failed
to provide adequate insurance - that they would like to reduce risks beyond the point
which they can at present - should not by itself be taken as evidence of a market
failure.

Conclusions

In this paper, I have attempted to survey the fundamental relations between risk,
incentives, insurance, and imperfect information. These relationships have been

34 Our analysis here has focused on the problems raised by moral hazard. No analysis
of insurance markets can be complete without, at the same time, dealing with the problems
posed by adverse selection. Our conclusions must, accordingly, be treated with caution.
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discussed in a variety of guises within the literature: under the rubric of the Theory
of Moral Hazard within the insurance literature, and under the rubric of the Theory
of Principal-Agent Relations in some of the recent theoretical literature. We have
argued that understanding these relationships is important for three reasons.

First, it provides us with considerable insight into the nature of many of the
institutional structures which we observe, and which cannot be explained within the
context of the standard economic theory. Among these are the persistence of share-
cropping as a form of tenancy over a large fraction of the world ; the interlinkage
of credit and land markets in many l.d.c.'s ; the variety of forms of compensation
which are observed in modern capitalist economies - the strict reliance on piece rates,
as suggested by traditional economy theory, being seldom observed; the complicated
contractual arrangements between suppliers of credit and entrepreneurs ; and the use
of co-insurance clauses and deductibility provisions and quantity restrictions (exclusivity
provisions) in insurance markets.

Secondly, it forces us to re-examine the nature of competitive equilibrium and
the assumptions which are conventionally employed in competitive analysis. We have
shown that indifference curves will, in general, not be quasi-concave, and as a result,
income consumption and price consumption curves will in general not be continuous.
Competitive equilibrium may well not exist even when price consumption curves are
continuous. When it does exist, it may look considerably different from standard
competitive equilibria: if quantities of insurance are observable, there will be quantity
rationing ; if they are not, there may be positive profit equilibria, while at the zero
profit equilibrium, the level of care (effort) may be set at its minimal level. In either
case, market equilibrium does not have the optimality properties we usually associate
with competitive markets : we have identified five distinct reasons that markets will
not, in general, be efficient. At the same time, the nature of the interventions that may
be required by the government are such that we are not sanguine about the possibilities
of improvements. Moreover, we have shown that the kinds of social institutions which
have frequently developed, in response to the limitations on insurance provided by the
market, may actually lower welfare rather than increase it.

Thirdly, our analysis has, we think, important implications for the design of
social insurance programs. The same considerations which make it desirable for the
market to restrict the quantity of insurance provided make it also desirable that the
government provide only limited insurance and suggest that the government ought to
be more concerned in the design of these insurance programs with the fundamental
incentive problems, which are inherent in the provision of any insurance, than it has
been in the past.
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